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NUMBER 1

my dxexa dpyne c"i-b"i sirq cr ,a"x oniq r"y

We have been discussing the factors that determine what
dk̈ẍ §A should be said on foods (particularly fruit and
vegetables) in raw, cooked and processed states.  The zFkl̈ ©d
governing the correct zFkẍ §A to be said over foods in varying
forms are detailed and complex.  Before a person consumes a
fruit in its raw state, for example, it is necessary to consider
whether this particular fruit is commonly eaten:

- raw
- cooked
- raw or cooked, in equal(ish) frequency

Even defining eating habits with such terms as commonly,
normally, or usually is,  in  this  area  of dk̈l̈ ©d, commonly a
hazardous business.  Establishing levels or relative levels of
prevalence with regard to norms of eating practices may
require surveys relating to personal preference, local or
national custom, or some objective or subjective assessment
of a particular food’s tastiness.

Once  we  begin  to  deal  with  combinations  of  foods,  as  we
shall shortly, these issues become even more complex,
especially when they begin to touch on questions of xẅi ¦r
l ¥tḧ §e - the primary and secondary foods in mixtures.

In the KExr̈  og̈§l ªW the x¥A ©g §n (author) rules that fruit which are
"mi ¦aFh" (‘good’) both fresh and cooked would require ` ¥xFA
u¥rd̈  i ¦x §R in either state.  Should they be more palatable (or
commonly eaten) in a cooked state (the x¥A ©g §n uses the term
mi¦lẄEa §n  ̀ l̈ ¤̀  mi¦i ©g  ml̈ §kF`§l  K ¤x ¤c  oi ¥̀ ), however, their dk̈ẍ §A
would be u¥rd̈ when cooked and lŸM ©d ¤W when eaten raw.

(a"i sirq ,a"x oniq)

It is also necessary to establish that a particular food is
identifiable in its new state, in order for it to take its normal
dk̈ẍ §A.  For example, the dk̈l̈ ©d would distinguish between
smooth and crunchy peanut butter (when eating peanut butter
by itself).  In smooth peanut butter there are no recognisable
pieces of peanut and the dk̈ẍ §A therefore becomes lŸM ©d ¤W.  The
crunchy variety, however, contains identifiable pieces of nut,
and the dk̈ẍ §A remains dn̈c̈£̀d̈  i ¦x §R  ̀ ¥xFA.

Mashed potato is a case in point, and Dayan Abraham
suggested we gratefully receive mashed potato containing
unmashed lumps, since these will enable the mash to retain a
dk̈ẍ §A of dn̈c̈£̀d̈  i ¦x §R  ̀ ¥xFA!

Taking this point to the next level, a food such as mashed
potato may take lŸM ©d ¤W from the outset if it has undergone a
reconstituting process.  If all one need do to make some mash
is ‘just add water’ to a powder it is clear that lŸM ©d ¤W will be in
order.

Similarly, there is a significant difference between standard
potato crisps that are fried slices of potato and, for example,
Pringles.  The latter have been reconstituted from a powder
and reformed in a shape that stacks neatly, but this talent does
not merit a dn̈c̈£̀d̈  i ¦x §R  ̀ ¥xFA since the original dẍEv (form) of
the potato is completely lost.  Pringles  therefore take z©M §x ¦A
lŸM ©d ¤W.   (N.B.  Pringles  must  also  only  be  purchased  from  a
kosher retailer who buys imported tubes that bear a hechsher.)
Normal potato crisps, however, are visibly slices of potato
that retain the appearance and texture of the vegetable and
therefore also retain the normal dk̈ẍ §A for potato, i ¦x §R  ̀ ¥xFA
dn̈c̈£̀d̈.

Occasionally, the humblest of food items manage to engage
our greatest halachic authorities in the most magnificent
debates,  sometimes leaving even our rabbinic masters opting
for the safety of caution.  It is related that the Chasam Sofer
(Rabbi Moshe Sofer 1762-1838) never ate a sweet after
discovering, at the tender age of around 3 years, that sugar
was the subject of hot z ¤wFl §g ©n amongst the mi¦pFW` ¦x.   A very
long dk̈̈l ©d  xE`i ¦A detailing this discussion ends as follows:

“Know that, regarding sucking on sugar cane, there are also opinions
among  the  poskim  that  it  may  be   (correct  to  say) lŸM ©d ¤W, or ` ¥xFA
u¥rd̈  i ¦x §R or dn̈c̈£̀d̈  i ¦x §R  ̀ ¥xFA.  Therefore, one should dl̈ ¦g §z ©k§l say
lŸM ©d ¤W, according to the opinion of the Shulchan Aruch, but, c ©a£ri ¦c §A,
if he said r"dt or `"dt he has fulfilled his obligation.”

(my dkld xe`ia ,e"h sirq ,a"x oniq r"y)

Perhaps sucking on sugar cane is not for you, but you’d enjoy
a little nougat.  The KExr̈  og̈§l ªW rules that fully grown almonds
cooked in honey require u¥rd̈  i ¦x §R  ̀ ¥xFA.  The dẍEx §A  dp̈ §W ¦n
explains that even though the nuts would normally be eaten
fresh, and cooking them in water would downgrade their
quality, and so their dk̈ẍ §A to lŸM ©d ¤W, by contrast they are
improved when cooked in honey (becoming nougat) and
retain their u¥rd̈ status.  The honey’s function is to flavour the
nut and does not become the main food.  The same applies to
all other fruit and vegetables that are mainly eaten raw and
whose  dk̈ẍ §A changes to lŸM ©d ¤W when cooked in water: when
they are fried in oil or honey one should make the dk̈ẍ §A that is
appropriate for that fruit or vegetable. (f"q w"q a"ne b"i  ,a"x r"y)

*   *   *


